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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of designing a randomized experiment on a source population to estimate
the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) on a target population. Under the covariate shift assumption, we
design an unbiased importance-weighted estimator for the target population’s ATE. To reduce the
variance of our estimator, we design a covariate balance condition between the treatment and control
group. Under the rerandomization scheme [Morgan et al., 2012], the experimenter repeatedly rejects
a random assignment until it satisfies the condition. We show that when the sample size is large, for a
rejection threshold α, our balance condition achieves the optimal variance reduction.
Keywords experiments · generalizability · experimental design
1 Introduction
Why do we experiment? It is not just to learn something true for a small and unrepresentative set of people in the
experiment; the larger scientific and business goal is to learn something generalizable about the world. As practiced, the
design of experiments is not aimed at achieving this most basic goal. When we design experiments, we focus on designs
which are most effective for the sample average treatment effect (SATE), and our analyses similarly seek efficiency for
this quantity. In this paper, we refocus the design of experiments towards the creation of generalizable knowledge: the
population average treatment effect (PATE).
We pre-suppose that an experimenter knows ex-ante the population on which they wish to draw broader inferences. Our
task, therefore, is to design an experiment that best allows the generation of causal knowledge on this inferential target.
While previous work [Hartman et al., 2015, Dehejia et al., 2019, Stuart et al., 2011, DuGoff et al., 2014] has examined
corrections on the analysis side to extrapolate estimates from sample to target population, the novelty of this work is in
doing this through a design-based solution. That is, if you know your goal is to generalize to a target population, we
consider how that should affect the actual experiment that should be run.
The problem of generalization is present everywhere that experiments are run. In the online environment, tests are run
with the users who show up on the product while the experiment is running (and are therefore highly active users),
while inferences about user experience are most useful on the full set of users (both highly active and less active) [Wang
et al., 2019]. In clinical research, it is an omnipresent problem to recruit minorities into randomized trials [Fisher and
Kalbaugh, 2011], thus making it difficult to assume that the measured effects will generalize to the larger population of
interest (i.e. the United States as a whole, or people afflicted with a particular health condition). In lab experiments,
the sample is often one of convenience such as undergraduates in rich countries or from pools of potential subjects
available online [Henrich et al., 2010]. Field experiments in governance or development such as Dunning et al. [2019]
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are conducted in particular countries or in particular communities, but the policy implications of such work stretch
far beyond the borders of the study population. As in Dunning et al. [2019], the desire is not just to understand how
Burkina Faso voters respond to more information about their political leaders, but to understand how voters across the
world might respond to similar informational treatments. The same is true for experiments in development economics,
such as microfinance [Meager, 2019]. In these cases, it isn’t a surprise after running the experiment that generalizing
the knowledge is important; indeed, generalization of knowledge to a broader population is core to the motivation for
the experiment in the first place.
Contributions. Using the Mahalanobis distance and importance weighting, we design an estimator with a balancing
condition for the target distribution’s ATE that is unbiased and has low variance.
• In Section 3, we define a novel design which minimizes imbalance in covariates after weighting.
• In Section 5.1 we show that our estimator is unbiased.
• In Section 5.2 we show that using our balancing condition, our estimator reduces the variance for the linear
model. Moreover, in Section 5.2.3, Theorem 3 shows that given a rejection threshold α, our balancing condition
achieves the lowest variance reduction asymptotically. This result is also applicable to the special case when
the target distribution is equal to the source distribution.
In Section 2 we discuss the problem setting of generalizable experimental design. In Section 3 we present our design
which optimizes for transportation. In Section 4, we discuss related work in analysis-based approaches to generalization
and experimental design. In Section 5, we provide theory on the viability of our design-based approach to generalization.
In Section 6, we present a variety of simulations demonstrating the efficacy of our approach. The final section
concludes.
2 Problem Setting
We first fix notation before proceeding to the problem setting. Upper-case letters are used to denote random variable and
lower-case letters are used to denote values. We use X to denote the n× d matrix of random variables X1, ..., Xn, Y to
denote the n× 1 vector of random variables Y1, ..., Yn, A to denote the n× 1 vector of random variables A1, ..., An. x,
y and a denote the values of X, Y and A. We focus on the binary treatment setting, where Ai = 1 indicates treatment
and likewise for control.
With notation fixed, the problem considered in this paper is as follows. We are given two groups of individuals, referred
to the source and target with n and m individuals, respectively. The high level problem is that we are only able to
perform a randomized experiment on the source group, but wish to infer the effect of treatment on the target population.
More formally, for each group we observe pre-treatment covariates, Xi ∈ Rd. Source and target groups are drawn
from separate distributions, i.e., source observations are drawn from pS(X) and target observations are drawn from
pT (X), pS(X) 6= pT (X). Throughout we will use ES , varS and ET , varT to denote the expectation and variance under
the source and the target distribution, respectively. We assume that treatment, Ai ∈ {0, 1}, can be freely assigned to
members of the source group. After assignment we observe a real-valued outcome Yi ∈ R, for each individual in the
source group. In contrast to the common experimentation setup, the quantity of interest is the average treatment effect
in the target population, i.e.,
τTY = ET [Y A=1 − Y A=0]. (1)
Where Y A=0, Y A=1 are the potential outcomes [Rubin, 2011], i.e., the values of Y that would have been observed had
treatment been observed at A = 1 or A = 0, respectively.
Finally, we assume the following throughout the remainder of this paper
Assumption 1. pS(X) 6= pT (X) and pS(Y |X) = pT (Y |X).
Assumption 2. Let DS be the support of pS(X,Y ) and DT be the support of pT (X,Y ). We assume DT ⊆ DS .
Assumption 3. We assume we know the ratio of the pdfs pT (X)/pS(X).
In a nested trial design in which the sampling probabilities from the population are known [Dahabreh et al., 2019], this
ratio can be calculated as pT (X)pS(X) =
p(X|S=0)
p(X|S=1) =
p(S=0|X)
p(S=1|X)
p(S=1)
p(S=0) where S = 1 indicates that the unit is selected to be
in the source and S = 0 indicates that the unit is not selected and is in the target.
The assumptions above are not trivial, although they are common in the literature on transportability [Stuart et al., 2011,
Hartman et al., 2015, Bareinboim and Pearl, 2016]. They require substantial subject matter expertise to justify.
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3 Designing for Transportation
Estimation of equation 1 involves two key components:
1. Assigning treatment to individuals in the source population.
2. Adjusting the observed outcomes from the source population to infer the effect of treatment in the target
population.
Current practice treats these components independently by performing an experiment and then correcting for the
discrepancy between source and target populations though posthoc analysis [Stuart et al., 2011, Hartman et al., 2015,
Rudolph and van der Laan, 2017, Buchanan et al., 2018], the most common of which uses an importance weighted
estimator to estimate the ATE in the target distribution.
Let G denote the control group, M denote the treatment group, |G| = n0 and |M | = n1 where n0 = n1 = n/2. The
importance-weighted estimator is defined as follow.
Definition 1 (Importance-weighted Estimator). We define the importance weighted estimator τˆSY from the source
distribution:
τˆSY =
1
n1
n∑
i=1
WiAiY
1
i −
1
n0
n∑
i=1
Wi(1−Ai)Y 0i (2)
where Wi =
pT (Xi)
pS(Xi)
.
The core contribution of this work is a procedure to estimate equation 1 which explicitly considers the target population
when designing the experiment for the source population. In particular, we focus on adapting re-randomization, an
experimental design procedure which optimizes balance, i.e., the difference in means of X between treatment and
control groups,
min
A
d
(
1
n1
∑
Ai=1
Xi,
1
n0
∑
Ai=0
Xi
)
(3)
where d() is a distance metric. Under suitable smoothness assumptions, e.g. Lipschitz conditions on the potential
outcome function, minimizing imbalance during design minimizes the variance of the inferred effect of treatment in the
source distribution [Kallus, 2018].
In particular we consider an extension of the re-randomizaton approach to creating balanced design [Morgan et al.,
2012]. The re-randomization scheme process is as follows:
1. Sample (X1, Y1), ..., (Xn, Yn) from pS .
2. Specify a balance threshold criterion, ρ(X,A) =
{
1 if d
(
1
n1
∑
Ai=1
Xi,
1
n0
∑
Ai=0
Xi
)
≤ α
0 Otherwise
3. Assign A randomly for each person 1, ..., n such that |G| = n0 and |M | = n1. There are
(
n
n0
)
ways to choose
G, each of which is equally likely.
4. If ρ(X,A) = 1, accept the treatment assignment, go to step (5). If ρ(X,A) = 0 go back to step (3).
5. Conduct experiment
While re-randomization followed by a posthoc adjustment as described by definition 1 is unbiased (see Theorem 1), this
approach is sub-optimal for variance reduction. Intuitively this is because balance in the source population does not
necessarily correspond to balance in the target population. This intuition is made formally in the section 5. To remedy
this, we propose directly assessing balance in the target population in the balance criterion defined in step (2) of the
re-randomization procedure. In contrast to equation 3, we target the reweighted optimization problem
min
A
d
(
1
n1
∑
Ai=1
WiXi,
1
n0
∑
Ai=0
WiXi
)
(4)
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With the corresponding acceptance criterion,
ρ(X,A) =
{
1 if d
(
1
n1
∑
Ai=1
WiXi,
1
n0
∑
Ai=0
WiXi
)
≤ α
0 Otherwise
So long as the weights are consistent to reorient the objective to balance in the target distribution, this procedure will
ensure balance in the target population. We will overload notation for ρ to indicate both source and target balance
(where it will be clear which we mean from context). Further, note that if weights are uniform, the two definitions
coincide, so proofs for the latter will hold for the former.
4 Related Work
Our work relates to and ties together two distinct strands of research: (1) ex-post generalization of experimental results
to population average effects and (2) ex-ante experimental design. We will discuss each in turn.
Generalization.
Within the literature on methods for generalization, work has generally focused on ex-post adjustments to experiments
previously run.
The foundational work of Stuart et al. [2011] provides an approach based on propensity scores for generalizing the
results of experimental interventions to target populations. Our work will leverage this general framework, but introduce
methods for optimizing an experimental design to ensure effective generalization performance of resulting estimates.
Hartman et al. [2015] similarly uses a combination of matching and weighting to generalize experimental results
in-sample to a population average treatment effect on the treated. Other work has also considered weighting-based
approaches to generalization [Buchanan et al., 2018].
Dehejia et al. [2019] shows how to use an outcome-modeling approach to extrapolate effects estimated in one population
to a population. In contrast to Hartman et al. [2015] and Stuart et al. [2011], this approach relies on modeling the
outcomes and then predicting effects in different locations rather than simply reweighting data observed in-sample.
Dahabreh et al. [2018] provides a variety of estimation methods to generalize to a target population, including doubly-
robust methods. Rudolph and van der Laan [2017], likewise, provides a doubly-robust targeted maximum likelihood
estimator for transporting effects.
There has also been work focused particularly on identification in this setting. Dahabreh et al. [2019] defines a rigorous
sampling framework for describing generalizability of experimental results and identifiability conditions through
the g-formula. Bareinboim and Pearl [2016] lays out a general framework for determining identifiability of effects
generalized to new populations through, termed “data fusion”.
Miratrix et al. [2018] and Coppock et al. [2018] challenge the premise of the necessity for generalization due to the
rarity of heterogeneous treatment effects. These studies specifically focused on survey experiments, however, and it
isn’t truly up for debate that many important objects of study have important heterogeneous components [Allcott, 2015,
Vivalt, 2015, Dehejia et al., 2019].
Experimental design.
The standard practice for experimental design is blocking [Greevy et al., 2004], in which units are divided into clusters
and then a fixed number of units within each cluster are assigned to treatment. This ensures balance on the cluster
indicators within the sample. Higgins et al. [2016] provides a blocking scheme based on k-nearest-neighbors that can
be calculated more efficiently than the “optimal” blocking of [Greevy et al., 2004].
Kallus [2018] takes an optimization approach to the problem of experimental design. This work optimizes treatment al-
locations based on in-sample measures of balance (particularly with respect to kernel means), showing how assumptions
of smoothness are necessary to improve on simple Bernoulli randomization.
Rerandomization approaches simply draw allocations randomly until one is located which meets the pre-specified
balance criteria. This is also the basis of our proposed method. Morgan et al. [2012] analyzes the rerandomization
procedure of discarding randomized assignments that have more in-sample imbalance than a pre-specified criteria in
terms of Mahalanobis distance. Li et al. [2018] provides asymptotic results for rerandomization that does not rely on
distributional assumptions on the covariates.
Harshaw et al. [2019] provides an efficient method for obtaining linear balance using a Gram-Schmidt walk. Their
algorithm includes a robustness-balance tradeoff tuneable by a parameter in their algorithm, and provides useful tools
for analyzing experimental design which we use in our theoretical analyses in Section 5.
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All experimental design work discussed above places as its objective estimation of effects on the sample (i.e. it optimizes
for the sample average treatment effect). This work departs by considering the alternative objective of prioritizing
estimation on a target population (i.e. the population average treatment effect).
5 Analysis
In Section 5.1 we show that the importance-weighted estimator in Definition 1 is unbiased when the balance condition
ρ is symmetric with respect to A: ρ(X,A) = ρ(X, 1 −A). In Section 5.2 we define a balance condition (Target
Balance) that satisfies the symmetric condition and show that using Target Balance will reduce the variance of the
importance-weighted estimator.
5.1 Expectation
In this section we will show that our importance-weighted estimator in Definition 1 is an unbiased estimator of the
target’s ATE when the balance condition ρ is symmetric with respect to A: ρ(X,A) = ρ(X, 1−A).
Theorem 1. Suppose n1 = n0 = n/2 and ρ satisfies ρ(X,A) = ρ(X, 1 −A). Let τˆSY be the importance-weighted
estimator in Definition 1. Then
ES
[
τˆSY |ρ = 1
]
= τTY
The proof makes use of the fact that the conditional distributions of Y given X in both the source and the target are the
same (pS(Y |X) = pT (Y |X)), and therefore the known weight pT (X)pS(X) is equal to the unknown weight
pT (X,Y )
pS(X,Y )
.
5.2 Variance
In this section we specify our Mahalanobis-based balance criteria (Target Balance) in Definition 2. In Section 5.2.1,
Theorem 2 shows that we can achieve variance reduction under Target Balance in the linear model if the weighted
covariates’ mean is a multivariate normal 2. In Section 5.2.3, Theorem 3 we show that for a rejection threshold α, our
balance criteria achieves the largest variance reduction.
Without loss of generalization we assume that X contains a bias term X1 = 1. Define
T =
Y 1 + Y 0
2
Using the same convention in Section 2, let T denote the n× 1 vector of random variables T1, ..., Tn and t denote the
value of T.
We consider the linear model where:
T = βTX +R
where E[R] = 0 and R is independent of X . Let σ2R = V ar(R) = E[R2]
For notation simplicity we define Zi = 2Ai− 1 ∈ {−1, 1} and let Z be the n× 1 vector of random variables Z1, ..., Zn
and z be the value of Z. Let XW , TW and RW denote the matrices X, T and R where each row i corresponding to
data point i is multiplied by Wi. Conditioning on x, let wi =
pT (xi)
pS(xi)
and xw, Tw and Rw denote the matrices x, T
and R where each row corresponding to data point i is multiplied by wi.
When n1 = n0 = n/2, the difference between the means of the weighted covariates of the treatment and control group
can be written as:
2
n
∑
Zi=1
wixi − 2
n
∑
Zi=−1
wixi =
2
n
xTwZ
In Definition 2 we define a balance condition based on the Mahalanobis distance calculated from xTwZ. The Mahalanobis
distance of xwZ is
M(
2
n
xwZ) =
2
n
ZTxw[Cov(
2
n
xTwZ)]
−1 2
n
xTwZ
= ZTxw[Cov(x
T
wZ)]
−1xTwZ,
2Due to the finite central limit theorem, the weighted covariates’ mean is asymptotically normal.
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Let V = Cov(xTwZ)
−1/2xTwZ so that Cov(V ) = I. The Mahalanobis distance becomes
M(
2
n
xwZ) = ‖V ‖2 .
We now define Target Balance:
Definition 2 (Target Balance). Define the balance condition:
φ =
{
1, if M( 2nxwZ)) = ‖V ‖2 < a
0, otherwise
First we note that
φ(x,A) = φ(x, 1−A)
which satisfies the condition in Theorem 1 and therefore, conditioning on Target Balance, the importance-weighted
estimator is an unbiased estimator of the target’s ATE:
Corollary 1.
ES
[
τˆSY |φ = 1
]
= τTY .
In order to calculate the distance M( 2nxwZ) we need to calculate Cov(x
T
wZ). We make use of the following result
from Section 3.2 of [Harshaw et al., 2019]]: when n0 = n1 = n/2, Cov(Z) = (nI− 11T )/(n− 1) with I being the
identity matrix and 1 a vector of 1. Then we can calculate Cov(xTwZ) as follow:
Cov(xTwZ) = x
T
wE[ZZT ]xw − E[xTwZ]E[xTwZ]T
=
1
n− 1x
T
w(nI− 11T )xw because E[Z] = 0.
5.2.1 Variance Decomposition
In this section we show the variance decomposition similar to [Harshaw et al., 2019, Kallus, 2018] and use it to show
the variance reduction achieved by balancing in Section 5.2.2. We use this decomposition because it shows that the
eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the assignment vector are the main factors that affect the
variance and variance reduction techniques. This is highly related to the concept of “accidental bias” of Efron [1971],
which is defined as the principal eigenvalue of the covariance of the assignment matrix.
We will generally consider an event, E , to refer to a “balance” event. In the case of re-randomization, this means that
we condition on randomizations such that imbalance is below our specified criteria.
Lemma 1 (minor changes to Lemma 1 in [Harshaw et al., 2019]). For any event E such that E[Ai|E ] = 1/2 ∀i:
n2
4
var(τˆSY |x,y, E) = tTwE[ZZT |E ]tw (5)
= βTE[xTwZZTxw|E ]β + rTwE[ZZT |E ]rw + 2βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]rw (6)
For convenience, we recap the intuition behind the variance decomposition in Lemma 1 from [Harshaw et al., 2019].
First we explain the term tTwE[ZZT |E ]tw in Eq. 5. The term shows that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of E[ZZT |E ]
determine the variance as follows. Let e1, ..., en and λ1, .., λn be the normalized eigenvectors and corresponding
eigenvalues of matrix E[ZZT |E ]. Since E[ZZT |E ] is symmetric, the eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis so we can
write tw as a linear combination of e1, .., en and get:
tw = ‖tw‖
n∑
i=1
ηiei
where ηi = 〈tw, ei〉/ ‖tw‖ is the coefficient that captures the alignment of the weighted outcome tw with respect to the
eigenvector ei. Therefore:
tTwE[ZZT |E ]tw = ‖tw‖2
n∑
i=1
η2i λi (7)
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Since η2i > 0 ∀i and
∑n
i=1 η
2
i = 1, Eq 7 shows that the variance can be written as a convex combination of the
eigenvalues λi of the covariance matrix of the assignment vector. To make this small, the weighted outcome tw should
be parallel to the eigenvector with the smallest λi, so that the smallest λi is multiplied by the largest η2i . If we know
tw, then we should choose balance event E such that tw is parallel to the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue of
E[ZZT |E ].
Since we do not know the weighted outcome tw but can observe the weighted covariate xw, we decompose the weighted
outcome tw as
tw = xwβ + rw (8)
where the first component demonstrates the predictive relationship of the covariates on the outcome. Substituting the
decomposition of tw in Eq. 8 to Eq. 5 resulting in Eq. 6. Since we know the covariates, we can reduce the first term in
Eq. 6.
First we show that only the first term in Eq. 6 is affected by the balance event if the model is linear. Conditioned on x,
the second term is not affected by the balance event E and the third term is equal to 0, resulting in the following lemma
where only the first term is affected by the balance event E :
Lemma 2. Let n1 = n0 = n/2. For any event E that only depends on X and Z and satisfies E[Ai|E ] = 1/2:
varS(τˆSY |x, E) =
4
n2
βTE[xTwZZTxw|E ]β +
6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i
This decomposition in Lemma. 2 is useful because we can now use our knowledge of xw to reduce the
first term βTE[xTwZZTxw|E ]β and therefore reduce the variance. Since xTwZ is asymptotically normal, V =
Cov(xTwZ)
−1/2xTwZ is asymptotically a standard multivariate normal distribution. We express the variance in terms of
V :
Lemma 3. Let n1 = n0 = n/2. Let V = Cov(xTwZ)−1/2xTwZ and γT = βTCov(xTwZ)−1/2. For any event E that
only depends on X and Z and satisfies E[Ai|E ] = 1/2:
varS(τˆSY |x, E) =
4
n2
γTE[V V T |E ]γ + 6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i (9)
Similar to Eq. 7, the first term γTE[V V T |E ]γ is determined by the directions of γ with respected to the eigenvectors of
E[V V T |E ]. Since we do not know γ, to make this quantity small, we should choose the balance event E so that the
largest eigenvalue of E[V V T |E ] is small, so that for any adversarial γ the term is small. If V is a standard multivariate
normal distribution, all the eigenvalues of V are the same and therefore an event E that reduces all the eigenvalues of V
equally will reduce the first term.
5.2.2 Variance Reduction
In this section we will analyze the variance reduction achieved by Target Balance given in Definition 2.
Let V = Cov(xTwZ)
−1/2xTwZ. Recall that Target Balance is equal to:
φ =
{
1, if ‖V ‖2 < a
0, otherwise
If V is a standard multivariate normal distribution, Target Balance truncates V spherically, so all the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix of V are reduced. Therefore for any γ, the term γTE[V V T |E ]γ in Lemma 3 is reduced. Theorem 3.1
from Morgan et al. [2012] shows the reduction ratio:
Lemma 4 (from the proof of Theorem 3.1 from Morgan et al. [2012]). If V is a standard multivariate normal:
E[V V T | ‖V ‖2 < a] = P (χ
2
d+2 ≤ a)
P (χ2d ≤ a)
E[V V T ]
Therefore from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we can show if the weighted mean covariate is normal, the variance with Target
Balance is reduced compared to the variance without any balancing condition. Moreover in Section 5.2.3 we will show
that the reduction is optimal.
7
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Theorem 2. Let n1 = n0 = n/2 and φ correspond to the balance condition in Definition 2. Let V =
Cov(xTwZ)
−1/2xTwZ and γ
T = βTCov(xTwZ)
−1/2. Then:
varS(τˆSY |x) =
4
n2
γTE[V V T ]γ +
6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i .
If xTwZ is a multivariate normal
3, then
varS(τˆSY |x, φ = 1) =
P (χ2d+2 ≤ a)
P (χ2d ≤ a)
4
n2
γTE[V V T ]γ +
6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i .
Theorem 2 shows that the variance can be decomposed into 2 terms where the second term does not depend on the
balance condition. The first term depends on the balance condition, and is reduced with Target Balance.
5.2.3 Optimality
Consider the first term γTE[V V T |E ]γ in Lemma 3. Since xTwZ is asymptotically normal, V is asymptotically a
standard multivariate normal distribution. We upper bound the first term:
γTE[V V T |E ]γ ≤ ‖γ‖22‖E[V V T |E ]‖, (10)
where equality holds when γ is parallel to the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue of E[V V T |E ].
We want to condition on event E with P (E) = 1− α so as to minimize γTE[V V T |E ]γ. From Eq. 10, we want to pick
E that minimize the largest eigenvalue of E[V V T |E ]. Now we will show that if V satisfies some symmetry properties
which the standard multivariate normal distribution satisfies, then given a rejection threshold α, our balancing method
achieves the greatest variance reduction.
Lemma 5. Let V ∈ Rd be a random variable with pdf p(v) satisfying:
• For any permutation pi that permutes the covariates, p(v) = p(pi(v))
• For any u and v such that |ui| = |vi| ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d, then p(u) = p(v).
Let Sα be the set of events E such that P(E) = 1− α. Let Φα be the event: ‖V ‖ ≤ vα where vα is defined such that
P(‖V ‖ ≤ vα) = 1− α. Let λ(M) denote the largest eigenvalue of matrix M. Then:
λ(E[V V T |Φα]) = minE∈Sα λ(E[V V
T |E ])
In other words, among all events with probability 1 − α, the largest eigenvalue of E[V V T |E ] is the smallest when
E = Φα.
We now present the optimality of Target Balance. From Lemma 5, the largest eigenvalue of E[V V T |E ] in the first term
of the decomposition in Lemma 3 is the smallest when E is the event ‖V ‖2 < vα. Therefore, in the worst case when γ
is parallel to the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue, the first term is the smallest when E is the event ‖V ‖2 < vα.
Theorem 3. Let n1 = n0 = n/2. Let B be the set of functions ρ such that ρ only depends on X and A, ρ(X,A) =
ρ(X, 1−A) and P(ρ = 1|x) = 1− α. Let φα be the balance condition in Definition 2 with the threshold a be such
that P(φ = 1|x) = 1−α. Let ‖β‖Cov(xwZ)−1 be the Cov(xwZ)−1-weighted norm 4 of β and L be any constant. Then
if xTwZ is a multivariate normal
5:
max
‖β‖Cov(xwZ)−1≤L
varS(τˆSY |x, φα = 1) = min
ρ∈B
max
‖β‖Cov(xwZ)−1≤L
varS(τˆSY |x, ρ = 1)
Since the coefficient β in the model is unknown, Theorem 3 shows that for the worst case β, Target Balance achieves
the minimum variance among all symmetric balance conditions with the same rejection probability.
6 Simulations
We perform simulations on the 2 following models:
3Due to the finite central limit theorem, xTwZ is asymptotically normal.
4Given a vector v ∈ Rd and a matrix M ∈ Rd×d, the M -weighted norm of of v is defined as (vTMv)1/2.
5Due to the finite central limit theorem, xTwZ is asymptotically normal.
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Figure 1: Bias, Variance and MSE as a function of the sample size. The y axes are in log scale. All unweighted
estimators are biases because they measure the ATE of the source distribution. As there is no importance weight
threshold, all weighed estimators are unbiased (Theorem 1) but the weighted estimator with target balance has the
lowest variance.
Linear Model
Y 0 = X +Norm(0, 1)
Y 1 = 3X +Norm(0, 1)
Nonlinear Model
Y 0 = XTX +Norm(0, 1)
Y 1 = 2XTX +Norm(0, 1)
We use the following source and target distributions for X . In the source distribution, X ∼ MultivariateNorm(1, I)
where I is the identity matrix. In the target distribution, X ∼ MultivariateNorm(1+ δ, I) where δ is a parameter that
will be specify later for each experiments.
We randomly choose an assigment such that n1 = n0 = n/2. To select the random assignment with the top balance,
instead of specifying a threshold a as in Definition 2, we specify the acceptance probability to be p = 0.01. We draw
100/p assignments at random, calculate their Mahalanobis distance and randomly pick one among the top 100.
If the source and the target distributions are faraway, importance weighting can induce large variance. We use the
weight clipping technique, in which if the importance weight is larger than a threshold, it will be set to that threshold.
This will induce bias but reduce variance, and therefore can still reduce the mean square error.
We compare 6 methods by combining the following 2 properties:
Weighted and Unweighted.
• Weighted Estimator. We consider the importance weighted estimator in Definition 1.
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Figure 2: Bias, Variance and MSE as a function of the distance δ (defined in Section 6) between the source and the
target distribution. The y axes are in log scale. Because of the importance weight threshold, the biases of the importance
weighted methods increase as the δ increase. If the distance is too large, the bias of the importance weighted estimators
is large, leading to high MSE. However when the distance is not too large, the weighted estimator with target balance
has the lowest bias and MSE.
• Unweighted Estimator. We consider the unweighted estimator defined as
τˆSY =
1
n1
∑
Ai=1
Y 1i −
1
n0
∑
Ai=0
Y 0i
Complete Randomization, Source Balance and Target Balance.
• Complete Randomization. This is the randomized assignment without balancing.
• Source Balance. We define the source balance criteria using Mahalanobis distance of the unweighted difference
of the means between the treatment and control groups:
M(xZ) = ZTx[Cov(xTZ)]−1xTZ
The source balance condition is defined as:
φSource =
{
1, if M(xZ) < a
0, otherwise
• Target Balance. We consider the balance condition in Defintion 2.
We study the mean square errors of our method in relations to the 3 following parameters: the sample size n, the
distance δ described above and the importance weights threshold. We repeat the definition of δ here for convenience.
In the source distribution, X ∼ MultivariateNorm(1, I) where I is the identity matrix and in the target distribution,
X ∼ MultivariateNorm(1+ δ, I).
• Sample Size. In this experiment for both models we vary the sample size from 500 to 9500 with step size 500
and set the number of covariates to 10. For the linear model, δ = 0.3. For the nonlinear model, δ = 0.2. For
10
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Figure 3: Bias, Variance and MSE as a function of importance weight threshold. The y axes are in log scale. As the
threshold increases, the bias of the weighted methods decreases and the variance of the weighted methods increases.
Therefore there is a threshold when the MSE is minimized. The weighted estimator with target balance has the lowest
MSE for a reasonably good threshold.
each sample size we repeat the experiment 500 times. There is no importance weight threshold. The results
are shown and discussed in Figure 1.
• Threshold. In this experiment for both models we vary the importance weight threshold from 5, then 10 to
190 with step size 10. We set the number of covariates to 10 and the sample size to be 1000 and δ = 0.6. For
each threshold we repeat the experiment 500 times. The results are shown and discussed in Figure 3.
• Distance δ. In this experiment for both models we vary δ from 0.1 to 0.9 with step size 0.1. We set the
number of covariates to 10, the sample size to be 1000 and the importance weight threshold to be 40. For each
threshold we repeat the experiment 500 times. The results are shown and discussed in Figure 2.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we’ve shown that a desire for generalizability should change the way experiments are designed and
run. In particular, we argue that balance should be sought on the target population rather than the sample in which
randomization will actually be performed. We present a method for designing an experiment along these lines, show
theoretically that it is unbiased and is more efficient than sample balancing. We further demonstrate that this design
achieves the asymptotically largest variance reduction.
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A Proofs
We made use of the following lemma from Morgan et al. [2012]:
Lemma 6 (from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Morgan et al. [2012]). Suppose n1 = n0 = n/2 and ρ satisfies
ρ(X,A) = ρ(X, 1−A). Then
E[Ai|X,Y, ρ = 1] = 1
2
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 6, E[Ai|X,Y, ρ = 1] = E[Ai|X, ρ = 1] = 12 and E[1 − Ai|X,Y, ρ = 1] =
E[1−Ai|X, ρ = 1] = 12 .
E[τˆSY |X,Y, ρ = 1] =
1
n1
n∑
i=1
E
[
WiAiY
1
i
∣∣∣∣X,Y, ρ = 1]− 1n0
n∑
i=1
E
[
Wi(1−Ai)Y 0i
∣∣∣∣X,Y, ρ = 1]
=
1
n1
n∑
i=1
WiY
1
i E
[
Ai
∣∣X,Y, ρ = 1]− 1
n0
n∑
i=1
WiY
0
i E
[
1−Ai
∣∣X,Y, ρ = 1]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Wi(Y
1
i − Y 0i )
Then by law of total expectation:
ES [τˆSY
∣∣ρ = 1] =ESE[τˆSY |X,Y, ρ = 1]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
ES
[
Wi(Y
1
i − Y 0i )
]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫
(x,y)∈DS
(
pT (x)
pS(x)
(y1 − y0)
)
pS(x, y)dxy
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫
(x,y)∈DS
(
pT (y|x)pT (x)
pS(y|x)pS(x) (y
1 − y0)
)
pS(x, y)dxy because pT (y|x) = pS(y|x)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫
(x,y)∈DS
(
pT (y, x)
pS(y, x)
(y1 − y0)
)
pS(x, y)dxy
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫
(x,y)∈DS
pT (x, y)(y
1 − y0)dxy
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫
(x,y)∈DT
pT (x, y)(y
1 − y0)dxy because DT ⊆ DS
=τTY
We use the following result in Harshaw et al. [2019] to prove Lemma 1:
Lemma 7 (Lemma A1 in Harshaw et al. [2019]).
2
n
(
∑
zi=1
yi −
∑
zi=−1
yi)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
(y1i − y0i ) =
2
n
tT z
where t = y
1+y0
2 .
Proof of Lemma 1.
var(τˆSY |x,y, E) = E
[
(τˆSY − E[τˆSY |x,y, E ])2|x,y, E
]
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We have:
E[τˆSY |x,y, E ] =
2
n
E
[∑
Zi=1
wiyi −
∑
Zi=−1
wiyi
∣∣∣∣E
]
=
2
n
E
[
n∑
i=1
Aiwiy
1
i −
n∑
i=1
(1−Ai)wiy0i
∣∣∣∣E
]
=
2
n
(
n∑
i=1
E[Ai|E ]wiy1i −
n∑
i=1
E[1−Ai|E ]wiy0i
)
=
1
n
(
n∑
i=1
wiy
1
i −
n∑
i=1
wiy
0
i
)
because E[Ai|E ] = 1/2
Therefore using Lemma 7:
var(τˆSY |x,y, E) = E
( 2
n
(
∑
Zi=1
wiyi −
∑
Zi=−1
wiyi)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
wi(y
1
i − y0i )
)2 ∣∣∣∣E

=
4
n2
E[tTwZZT tw|E ]
=
4
n2
(
βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ + rTwE[ZZT |E ]rw + 2βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]rw
)
Proof of Lemma 2.
varS(τˆSY |x, E) = E
[
varS(τˆSY |x,Y, E)|x, E
]
+ var(ES [τˆSY |x,Y, E ]|x, E)
= E
[
varS(τˆSY |x,Y, E)|x, E
]
+ var
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
wi(Y
1
i − Y 0i )|x, E
)
= E
[
varS(τˆSY |x,Y, E)|x, E
]
+
1
n2
n∑
i=1
w2i var(R
1
i −R0i )
= E
[
varS(τˆSY |x,Y, E)|x, E
]
+ σ2R
2
∑n
i=1 w
2
i
n2
Since E[Ai|E ] = 1/2, we use Lemma 1:
n2
4
varS(τˆSY |x,y, E) = βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ + rTwE[ZZT |E ]rw + 2βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]rw
Therefore:
n2
4
E
[
varS(τˆSY |x,Y, E)|x
]
= βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ + E[RTwZZTRw|E ] + 2βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]E[Rw|x]
= βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ + E[RTwZZTRw|E ] because E[Rw|x] = 0
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The second term:
E[RTwZZTRw|E ] =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
E[wiRiZiZjRjwj |E ]
=
n∑
i=1
E[w2iR2iZ2i |E ] +
∑
i 6=j
E[wiRiZiZjRjwj |E ]
=
n∑
i=1
E[w2iR2i 1|E ] +
∑
i 6=j
E[wiZiZjRjwj |E ]E[Ri|E ] because E only depends on X and Z
=
n∑
i=1
E[w2iR2i ]
=
n∑
i=1
w2i σ
2
R
Putting all together:
varS(τˆSY |x, E) =
4
n2
(
βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ +
n∑
i=1
w2i σ
2
R
)
+ σ2R
2
∑n
i=1 w
2
i
n2
=
4
n2
βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ +
6
n2
n∑
i=1
w2i σ
2
R
Proof of Lemma 3. From Lemma 2:
varS(τˆSY |x, E) =
4
n2
βTxTwE[ZZT |E ]xwβ +
6
n2
n∑
i=1
w2i σ
2
R
By the definition of V and γ:
E[βTxTwZZTxwβ|E ]
= E[γTV V T γ|E ]
Proof of Theorem 2. Since E[Ai] = 1/2, choosing E to be the entire sample space in Lemma 3 results in:
varS(τˆSY |x) =
4
n2
γTE[V V T ]γ +
6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i
From Lemma 6, φ(X,A) = φ(X, 1−A) and therefore E[Ai|φ] = 1/2. From Lemma 3:
varS(τˆSY |x, φ = 1) =
4
n2
γTE[V V T |φ = 1]γ + 6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i .
From Lemma 4,
E[V V T |φ = 1] = P (χ
2
d+2 ≤ a)
P (χ2d ≤ a)
E[V V T ].
Therefore,
varS(τˆSY |x, φ = 1) =
P (χ2d+2 ≤ a)
P (χ2d ≤ a)
4
n2
γTE[V V T ]γ +
6
n2
σ2R
n∑
i=1
w2i .
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To prove Lemma 5 we first show the following result:
Lemma 8. Let V ∈ Rd be a random variable. Let S be the set of events E such that P(E) = 1 − α. Let Φα be the
event: ‖V ‖ ≤ vα where vα is defined such that P(‖V ‖ ≤ vα) = 1− α. Then:
Trace(E[V V T |Φα] = minE∈S Trace(E[V V
T |E ])
Proof. Let p(v) be the pdf of V . Define f(v) as follow:
f(v) = p(V = v, E)
then:
p(v|E) = p(V = v, E)
P(E) =
f(v)
1− α
Since P(E) = 1− α we have: ∫
v
f(v)dv = 1− α
We have:
Trace(E[V V T |E ] = Trace(E[V TV |E ] =
∫
v
vT v
f(v)
1− αdv
Now first we will minimize Trace(E[V V T |E ]: ∫
v
vT v
f(v)
1− αdv
subject to:
0 ≤ f(v) ≤ p(v) ∀v∫
v
f(v)dv = 1− α
This can be done by maximize f(v) so that f(v) = p(v) for the smallest vT v, which is equal to set E to be the event
‖V ‖ < vα. Therefore Φα minimize Trace(E[V V T |E ]).
Proof of Lemma 5. From Lemma 8, Φ minimizes the trace of E[V V T |Φ].
Now we will show that all the eigenvalues of E[V V T |Φα] are equal. Then since Φα minimize Trace(E[V V T |Φα])
and all the eigenvalues are equal, Φα minimizes λ(E[V V T |Φα]).
E[V V T | ‖V ‖ < vα] =
∫
‖v‖≤vα
vvT p(v)dv
We will show that all the entries in the diagonal of this matrix are the same, and all the non-diagnonal entries are 0. Let
Π(v) be the set of permutations of v. Then c =
∑
y∈Π(v) y
2
i is a constant not dependent on i. The i-th diagonal entry of
E[V V T | ‖V ‖ < vα] is:∫
‖v‖≤vα
v2i p(v)dv =
∫
‖v‖≤vα
∑
y∈Π(v)
y2i
p(v)
|Π(v)|dv because for any permutation pi, p(v) = p(pi(v))
=
∫
‖v‖≤vα
c
p(v)
|Π(v)|dv
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Therefore all the diagonal entries are the same. The non-diagonal entry (i, j) where i 6= j is:∫
‖v‖≤vα
vivjp(v)dv =
∫
‖v‖≤vα
(vivj + (−vi)vj + vi(−vj) + (−vi)(−vj))p(v)
4
dv
because p(u) = p(v) for any u and v such that |ui| = |vi| ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d
=
∫
‖v‖≤vα
0
p(v)
4
dv
= 0
Since E[V V T | ‖V ‖ < vα] is a diagonal matrix where all the diagonal entries are equal, all of its eigenvalues are
equal.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since ρ(X,A) = ρ(X, 1 −A), from Lemma 6 we have E[Ai|ρ = 1] = 1/2. Since the event
ρ = 1 only depends on X and Z and satisfies E[Ai|ρ = 1] = 1/2, from Lemma 3:
varS(τˆSY |x, ρ = 1) =
4
n2
γTE[V V T |ρ = 1]γ + 6
n2
n∑
i=1
w2i σ
2
R
Recall that Target Balance is:
φα =
{
1, if ‖V ‖ < a
0, otherwise
If xTwZ is a multivariate normal, then V is a standard multivariate normal. Then from Lemma 5:
λ(E[V V T |φ = 1]) = min
ρ∈B
λ(E[V V T |ρ = 1])
Let e1, ..., em and λ1, .., λm be the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix E[V V T |ρ = 1]. Then:
γ = ‖γ‖
m∑
i=1
ηiei
where ηi = 〈γ, ei〉/ ‖γ‖. Therefore:
γTE[V V T |ρ = 1]γ = ‖γ‖2
m∑
i=1
η2i λi
which is maximized when γ is in the same direction of the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue:
max
‖γ‖≤L
γTE[V V T |ρ = 1]γ = ‖γ‖2 max
i
λi = L
2 max
i
λi
where L is any constant. Since φα minimizes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix E[V V T |ρ = 1] we have:
max
‖γ‖≤L
γTE[V V T |φα = 1]γ = min
ρ∈B
max
‖γ‖≤L
γTE[V V T |ρ = 1]γ
and therefore:
max
‖γ‖≤L
varS(τˆSY |x, φα = 1) = min
ρ∈B
max
‖γ‖≤L
varS(τˆSY |x, ρ = 1)
Since ‖γ‖ = γT γ = βTCov(xTwZ)−1β = ‖β‖Cov(xwZ)−1 we have:
max
‖β‖Cov(xwZ)−1≤L
varS(τˆSY |x, φα = 1) = min
ρ∈B
max
‖β‖Cov(xwZ)−1≤L
varS(τˆSY |x, ρ = 1)
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